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manifest. A shipping document giving particulars of the

ship, its cargo and destination.

"

manpower. The total labor forced of a country, including

both men and women . If there is a manpower surplus

there are more.  people than jobs; in Q manpower deficit

there are more jobs than people.

usuu~&wwl~ud=a~  LylFl  5?U~U~~%UU1U~7nhhRtM~U
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Manufacturer's export agent. A selling agent who repressents

the manufacturer and handles products that must be sold

abroad. He either has the sole or exclusive agency for

all of the manufacturer's production, or for part of it,

he may repressent the manufacturer in certain of the

margin. 1. The difference between the sale price of a good,

or service and its cost to the seller. The

margin thus includes expenses and profit.

2. The minimum profit that enables a transaction to

be economically sound.

3. The final unit of an economic factor, such as is

used in production or consumption.

4. The difference between the amount of a loan made

available to a speculator by a stockbroker and

the current value of the security deposited as

a collateral, the latter of course being greater

than the former.
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marginal buyer. A buyer who is just prepared to pay the

present price for a conrnodity  or service and who will

drop out of the market if the price is increased.

r&mdqn;lu  ~&do  muuunaz;lu  rTiu8aauun7nJau3n1-s
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marginal cost. The additional cost of increasing output by c

one more unit. If the total cost of producing five

units is 100 dollars and the total cost of producing six

units is 115 dollars, the marginal cost is 15 dollars.

&d*lwf"&  &dvpM"  Ldz&aunl=5  a&wsc4ln~"~d~u~;~

marginal efficiency of capital (M.E.c.). The *internal rate

of return that would reduce to zero the net present

value of a marginal increment or decrement in the capital

stock. It is claimed to have a stable and declining

relationship with the quantity of capital, and is the

_ only theoretically acceptable marginal efficiency
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marginal efficiency of investment (M.E.I.),  Keynes terms for

the *internal rate of return. The used it as the basis

of his investment theory, deriving a marginal efficiency

of investment schedule by ranking projects in order of

their internal rates of return and using the criterion

"invest of the internal rate of return exceeds the market

marginal land. Land which will just repay the cost of

products grown on it at the market prices prevailing

for such products.
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marginal producer. A producer who, at a given market price

for his product, is able just to meet~his  costs of

production.

rjai%qn&u &4PR~U~U3lRlna-ln  dl%lsumusmm*  LWl'LlJ
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marginal productivity. The ability of one additional

increment of a varible factor of production to increase

the total product. The term is generally used in conjunc-

tion with some particular factor of production; thus, the

marginal productivity of land, labor, capital or manage-

ment means, in each case, the ability of one additional

increment of the factor in question to increase the total

product.

marginal productivity theory of interest. An interest

theory explaining the interest rate as tending under

compettitive  condititons to equal the marginal addition

to output by the last unit of capital when the amount

of available capital is assumed fixed.

nqer$  L&?fh"ml  t90 &s~u~fl;~~nn,-lno"  LudonloG
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Marginal propensity to consums (M.P.C). The ratio between

(a) the increase in consumption which follows on a small

increase in income and (b) the increase in income.

~m~l~au%~wi~, (n) n75LdU~~~E1U"lSUqfRn~\IL4UklnBl"
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Marginal propensity to invest. The ratio between (a) the

increase in new capital formed which follows on a small

increase in income and (b) the increase in income.

&wmwJsrmi7a  (n) "15 rdufurruaoqud  rii"ifPr~7nn-l-3  ~i&J&
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Marginal propensity to save (M-P-S.). The ratio between (a)

the increase in income not spent on consumption which

follows on a small increase in income and (b) the increase

in income.
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marginal utility. The least utility attributed to anyone
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item of a supply of goods. In general, the greater the

market. The area within which buyers and sellers of the

commodity are in communication with one another and with-

market demand. The quantity of an economic good which, in a

given market at a given time, would be purchased at a

specified price.

market disruption. Situation existing when a surge of imports

in a given product line in a particular country causes

sales of domestically produced good to decline to an

extent that the domestic producers and their employees

suffers major economic reversals.

mazAr^nnBu &s"-l%uilu~-l  bvldsr  ann-Lmth=  bm%&wln
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marketing. Those business activities involved in the flow of
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marketing board. An organization set  up usually by  law  to

assist producers of one  or  more commodities. The

directorate of  the  Marketing Board mostly consistso<

representatives of  producers,  traders and  processors.

market mechanism. The  means by which the  market forces

direct the  movements of  price and  quantity sold  in a

market.

market penetration. The proportion of  all  the  sales  of  all

suppliers of  a particular product or  service  that  are

made by  a single company. It  is usually expressed as  a

percentage.
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market price. The price which is determined by the forces of

supply and demand. Under condition of pure competition,

the market price is the price at which the quantity of a

goods offered by the sellers, just equal the quantity

that will be taken by the buyers in particular market at

a specific time.

market supply. The quantity of an economic good which, in a

given market at a given time, would be offered for sale

at a specified price.

market value. The price at which stocks, bonds or goods are

sold in a given market at a given time.

Tm& I&  ~~srj-,,,q,~un'lsl~l~~~~~~~~~~~l~  L?BlMdd
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mark-up. The amount a seller adds to his buying price to

determine his selling price. Mark-up percentages are

usually calculated with selling price as the base.

xi7uauti~-il?o r&J  rp;l~~slnlbsado"iwpan=lo,ula  -imu

IlnSBa  b5GOEIBZ lFl?lRiU3Nxl7n-a?R17llU  r5uwEYn

mass production. The production of goods in large quantities

usually by means of machinery. Also called large-scale

production.
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mate's Receipt. Document signed by a mate of the vessel,

acknowledging receipt of cargo by the vessel. As a

general rule, the person in possession of the mate's

receipt is entitled to the bill of lading which is issued

in exchange for that receipt.

L*"u,&*w?UTRUU1U  I% ~~~"soo"l9r"~)un;‘l7~n"  1%

IaudnA$S mate's receipt ;nuaa~ads-rnru'Luhs,a~~~~~  &q-c
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maximum-minimum tariff system. A system of tariff duties

which provides two schedules for the same articles, one

setting forth maximum and the other setting forth minimum

Mercantilism. The economic phislosoply that equates the

possession of gold or the accumulatation  of other

international monetary assets, such as foreign currency

reserves, with wealth. Although this point of view is

generally discredited among economists and twentieth

century trade policy experts, some political leaders

still favor policies that promote exports and protect

domestic industries competing with imports, on the theory
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mercantile agency. An organization that supplies prospective

creditors with information regarding business concerns

seeking, credit.

merchant middleman. A middleman who takes title to the goods

he deals in and thus bears all the risks of ownership.

RU"EmU& r;,Bo"ssuPn~~'lra5~~~~~lndn'?n7%nl  uaz  L&%ln75
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merger. An amalgamation of two firms to form one new company,

the shareholders of the two firms receiving shares in the

new company in an,agreed proportion in exchange for shares

in the old companies.
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mixed economy. An economic system having some  of the

characteristics of free enterprise and some of socialism,

with the socialist aspect appearing throug government

intervention.
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mixing regulations. Regulations which require that raw and/

or processed products sold domestically within a country

contain a designated proportion of domestically produced

monetary policy. The policy pursued by government to control

the banking and monetary system in the pursuit of stability

in the value of the currency, to avoid an adverse balance

of payments, to attain full employment or other objectives.

UIUUxwll~ r3u u~w&ni  riiu'lnur~PI?R~anaugu-r-uu
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monometallism. A monetary system based on a single metal,

silver or gold, as distinct from bi-metallism which

attempts to base a currency on two metals.

5ruu  rau~+l~u2daaw-o~l~rlu? r&J r4uw%nawli  \Iuwnm1ud *
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monopolitic competition. The market situation in which there

is a large number of producers but differentiation of
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their products or services, so that the product of one

monopoly. In the strictest sense of the term a monopoly

occurs when there is one producer of a commodity for

which there is no substitute.

monopsony. The situation which occurs when there is only one

buyer of a commodity or service.

Wl-SZn" bii"&  ~deB%~~n'lMB~.U~fll~~Pdlb~  LfLIWjL;U?

most-favored-nation treatment (M.F.N.). A commitment that a

country will extend to another country lobest tariff rates

applies to any third country. All Contracting Parties

undertake to apply such treatment to one another under

Article II of GATT. When a country agrees to cut tariffs

on a particular product imported from one country, the

tariff reduction automatically applies to imports of this

product from any other country eligible for Most-Favored-

Nation treatment. This fundamental principle of

rondiscriminatory treatment of imports appeared in numerous

trade agreements prior to the establishment of GATT, and

has been a feature of U.S. trade policy since 1778.
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A country is under no obl'igation  to extend Most-Favored-

Nation treatment to another country unless they are both

contracting parties to GATT, or unless Most-Favored-

Nation treatment is specified in an agreement between

them.

-knau&d=J~
"
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multilateral agreement. An international compact in which

three or more parties participate. Since its establishment

in 1947, GATT has been seeking to promote multilateral

approaches to international trade policy, in place of

bilateral approaches.
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multilateral contract. A type of international conrmodity

agreement, which constitutes an undertaking by major

exporters to supply a specified quantity or quota of the

commodity at a certain fixed maximum price. This is

matched by an undertaking by major importers to buy a

specified quota at a minimum price. The total of the

export quotas equals the total of the import quotas.

The actual price at which the quotas are traded is

allowed to fluctuate between the maximum and the

minimum As long as the price remains between these

limits, the agreement does not interfere with the free

play of the price machanism.

multilateral trade. Trade between many countries, when there

is no need for a country to balance its payments to apd
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multiple tariff system. A tariff system which specifies

more than two different rates of duties on a single

commodity according to the countries of origin.

multiplier. A ratio indicating the effect on total employ-

ment or total income of a specified amount of a real

capital investment.


